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What does religion have to do with the Swedish welfare state? “Nothing” has been the established view among social scientists. “Everything” has been the response by some scholars in recent years. Social scientists maintain that the Swedish welfare state is, in essence, a Social Democratic welfare state, its comprehensive and generous welfare provision mirroring the principles and politics of Social Democracy, which was long the dominant political force in modern Sweden.1 If concerned with religion at all, researchers have pointed to the absence of religious cleavages in Swedish party politics and thus their irrelevance for welfare state development.2 According

to this account, core features of Swedish welfare—universalism, an emphasis on equality and public social service provision—reflect the interests and redistributive aims of the labor movement and the Social Democratic Party’s ability to forge class alliances. In the past, historians and historically oriented social scientists have qualified the “Social Democratic thesis,” pointing to a series of historic and cultural conditions for the success of this welfare state model, such as the strong ethnic, cultural, and religious homogeneity of the Swedish population. Recently, however, this argument has been taken even further.

Political scientist Tim Knudsen, for example, argues that the Lutheran Church was centrally involved in creating this homogeneity in linguistic and religious terms. Further, he identifies how the historic institutional and administrative structures developed by the Lutheran state church provided a fundamental precondition for the universal welfare state. Particularly in the figure of the local pastor, who took on both secular and spiritual functions in the agrarian communities, a link between state and society was created and a basis laid for the development of the expectation that the state should be responsible for social welfare. Historian Uffe Østergaard goes even further still, maintaining that there is a strong ideological link between the Social Democratic policy visions and Lutheranism in Nordic countries. He argues that the focus on full employment and on social security for all, characteristic of the Nordic welfare states, mirror two central ideas in Lutheranism: daily work as the fulfillment of God’s vocation and a “priesthood of all believers,” the latter promoting a culture of equality where large social differences become
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unacceptable. The Nordic welfare state, according to Østergård, is de facto a “Lutheran welfare state” based on “secularized Lutheranism.”

Other scholars take a more moderate stance in what is now a growing field of research into the role of religion in modern welfare states, maintaining that Lutheranism and the Lutheran Church were influential in the way the Swedish welfare state evolved, albeit not the only or perhaps most important factors. In many ways, this strand of research takes inspiration from Stein Rokkan’s seminal work on social cleavages and modern state formation. For example, Sigrun Kahl points to the indirect influence of the Lutheran ethical doctrine that led the Lutheran Church to accept the development of poor relief and early welfare state programs. In the same vein, Manow and van Kersbergen, while describing the absence of religious conflict in Swedish party politics, emphasize the positive contribution of the Lutheran Church to the development of the Swedish welfare state by not opposing, or even welcoming, the introduction of state welfare. And Thomas Bahle more specifically relates the extensive public service provision in the Swedish welfare state to the nonconflictual and consensual nature of state-church relations in Sweden.

This Rokkanian perspective does not challenge the Social Democratic thesis of the Swedish welfare state outlined above, but it makes an important amendment: religion was not irrelevant in the
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formative phases of the welfare state in Sweden; rather, the Lutheran Church left it to the state, and in that sense to whomever was in power, to develop social welfare programs. This view makes space for an understanding of the Swedish Lutheran Church as an active player in key processes of modern society and allows for the contrafactual possibility that the Church PER CHICAGO 8.106, could also have opposed or slowed down the development of social policy and thus changed the course of welfare state history. If consensus between the church and the state was a condition for the type of welfare state that developed, we then should speak not only of a “Social Democratic class alliance” as a basis for the Swedish welfare state, but also for a “state/church alliance.” Or, to spin this thought further, for a “Social Democratic state/church alliance.”

However, would such an alliance, or consensual relationship, between state and church in a specifically Social Democratic welfare state not need further explanation? It is not difficult to see how consensual relationships would be possible if there were congruence of principles and values between the national government and the church, as was the case during most of post-reformatory history up until the beginning of the twentieth century. But such relations are not self-evident with a Social Democratic government. In fact, Swedish Social Democracy was closely linked to the social movements that opposed the “ancient regime,” including the Swedish Church, and harbored strong antireligious and anticlerical sentiments. Many Lutheran clerics were no less critical of Social Democracy and its vision of modern society. Thus, strong tensions between the government and the Lutheran Church could have been expected when the Social
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Democratic Party (SAP)\textsuperscript{19} became a leading political force. Why, then, was there not more open conflict? How did the SAP government and the Lutheran Church negotiate their relationship?

It is these questions this article aims to explore by examining the state-church relationship in Sweden during the first decades of the twentieth century, focusing particularly on the 1920s and 1930s as a formative phase in Swedish welfare state history. While the main expansion of the welfare state in Sweden fell into the postwar period, the 1920s and 1930s were politically important for laying the basis for the Swedish welfare state compromise: modern democracy had been established with the introduction of universal suffrage; the SAP rose to power, starting a long period of political dominance in Sweden, and developed its welfare state vision of the “people’s home”; and the “red-green alliance” between workers and farmers was forged, allowing for the development of comprehensive, universal social programs.\textsuperscript{20} As this article will show, the 1920s and 1930s were also a period in which the relationship between the state and the Church was renegotiated, with the state-church system itself being put into question from both sides.

This article follows in the Rokkanian research tradition of understanding historical social cleavages as a basis for the national political constellations that shaped welfare state development but aims to amend it in two ways: first, it finds that the consensual character of the state-church relationship in Sweden has been overstated; to the contrary, the formative phase of welfare state development was a period of strong contention. Second, attention to the shifting cleavage structure and, in particular, to the intersection of class and religion in the formation of the political parties helps us to better understand how the forging of strategic compromises between the state and the Church and the development of shared national narratives became possible.

This article will first review some arguments that have been made with respect to the role of religion in the Swedish welfare state. It will then use a process-oriented historical approach to provide a more detailed understanding of the state-church relationship in the early twentieth century. It will discuss the way class and religious cleavages intersected at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century to create the specific political constellations of the time, and then outline changing orientations within SAP and the Swedish Church and how these affected the relation between

\textsuperscript{19} The Swedish Social Democratic Labor Party is, in the European context, commonly known as SAP — an abbreviation of its Swedish name “Sveriges Socialdemokratiska Arbetparti.”

the two. Historian Bo Stråth has emphasized the importance of the “folk” concept (the “people”) for the development of national identity and a shared conception of society in Sweden during the interwar years.21 This article will also show how the “people” concept became an important integrative trope, creating bridges between the popular movements (folkrörelser): the Social Democrat’s vision of the welfare state as a “people’s home” (folkhem) and the state church as a reformed “people’s church” (folkkyrka), both of which helped diffuse religious conflict in the early phase of the Swedish welfare state.

**Implications of a State-Church System for State-Church Relations**

Most welfare state researchers believe that the relationship between state and church in Sweden has historically been consensual and unproblematic.22 Yet there has been little probing into why this would be the case. From a Rokkanian perspective this state-church consensus is the result of religious homogeneity and the state-church system.23 Following the Reformation, and as decreed by the 1593 Uppsala convocation, Lutheranism became the national religion in Sweden and the Evangelical-Lutheran Church became the Swedish national church; thus, by default, all subjects of the king had to be Lutheran. It was only in 1860 that the presence of other Christian churches was officially tolerated and conversions were permitted.24 At the beginning of the twentieth century, 99 percent of the population was Lutheran.25 The establishment of a state-church system
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created strong ties between the state and the Church: the state’s interests became also the Church’s interests, and the Swedish Church to some extent became a state bureaucracy, taking on important secular functions alongside religious ones.\(^\text{26}\)

It has been argued that, due to its close links to the state apparatus, the Swedish Church did not need to organize countermobilizations in reaction to the rise of liberalism, socialism, and other protest movements in the second half of the nineteenth century.\(^\text{27}\) This argument, however, underestimates the social cleavages that opened up in this period and the ensuing political conflicts.

Religious revivalism became an influential social movement in Swedish society in the nineteenth century and played an important role in transforming a premodern agrarian society into a modern one.\(^\text{28}\) The Swedish Church as High Church was strongly opposed to religious revivalism, which led to a polarization between the official Lutheran Church and the free churches. By the early twentieth century, the revivalist movement mobilized as many Swedes as the labor movement, around 10 percent of the Swedish population.\(^\text{29}\) This new religious cleavage between the Lutheran Church and the free churches also affected the political system: in 1910, 22 percent of parliamentarians belonged to a free church.\(^\text{30}\)

Also the extent of the alleged “state/church consensus” needs to be questioned in this period. A consensus would come relatively easily between the government and the Church when both recruited from the same national elite and both supported the same social order, as was the case during most of post-reformatory history in Sweden. However, it is a bit less obvious in a situation when, in effect, the usurpers—those that want to overthrow the old order—take over the house, as was the case when the Liberals and SAP came into power in the early twentieth century.\(^\text{31}\) As we shall see, the question
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190 of the role of the Church was integral to competing visions of what modern Swedish society should look like; attempts to separate state and church were launched from various sides, both as a means to strengthen as well as weaken the Church's position in society.  

Another argument for the absence of religious conflict in Sweden, particularly with respect to welfare state development, is that the division of labor around social welfare had already been settled before the expansion of the Swedish welfare state in the twentieth century. In premodern agrarian Sweden, the Swedish Church was the central provider of social welfare and education via local parishes, the so-called socken. The Church also took on several other important secular functions, such as the registering of the population. Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a gradual secularization of communal responsibilities took place. In particular, in 1862 a major municipal reform ended the old socken system, introducing a dual communal system with a local civil government and a parish establishing a clearer division of labor between the local political authority and the Church. At the same time, the Church’s role in welfare provision was reduced; in particular, poor relief became the responsibility of the public municipality. It has been argued that the differentiation between state and church responsibilities, separating worldly from spiritual matters, was welcomed by the Swedish Church in light of the Lutheran “two kingdoms” doctrine and took place without conflict.  

The division of labor between state and church with respect to social welfare was, however, not as neat as that; the Church, for example, remained heavily involved in school education long into the twentieth century. Also health services, support for the elderly, and child care were areas where the Church and religious organizations such as the deaconry, were active and even expanded their activities during the first decades of the twentieth century.
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Century. For example, in 1940 only 7 percent of child care services were provided by the state, with the rest being provided by private, often religiously inspired, initiatives. These were also the areas that the Social Democratic welfare aimed to expand into in the 1930s, necessitating a renegotiation of how this social space was to be shared between state and church.

Karen Anderson has developed a slightly different argument. While she agrees with Kaspersen et al. and others that the Lutheran Church supported early poor relief and administrative reforms, she maintains that the Church grew increasingly hostile to the expansion of state welfare during the latter half of the nineteenth century, becoming more accepting of social change only in the early part of the twentieth century. But by the time the Church regained interest in the social question, according to Anderson, it was “too late,” as the Liberals and Social Democrats had already become the main representatives of social reform.

In addition, from a historical perspective, this account raises questions. For centuries, the Church had been one of the most powerful institutions in Swedish society, albeit it was losing influence in the wake of the political and social reforms in the nineteenth century. Even so, the Church was still a political force to be reckoned with at the beginning of the twentieth century. For instance, Lutheran bishops were still holding important political and administrative positions. And from the pulpit Lutheran pastors could effectively reach the Swedish people and influence public opinion, something that was increasingly important in the unfolding democracy. As the following will illustrate, it is perhaps not so much a question of lack of power, but the absence of a unified position that would have allowed the Church to influence the course of social policy development more clearly. Nor had clear and full-fledged welfare state programs been yet developed on the political scene. The first decades of the twentieth century were a period of searching and political maneuvers where the political parties were first developing their broader societal visions and were “testing the water” with respect to their constituencies and
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potential alliances. The existing social insurances and social policies were rudimentary and in many respects still a continuation of the poor law tradition. Also within the Swedish Church, a range of theological and political responses were developed to the “social question” as different clerics engaged with the social and political changes in different ways. While some directly opposed increased social spending, others actively promoted the development of specific social policies.

The three accounts presented here all assume unified political and social actors whose positions are clearly defined, whereas detailed historical analysis often demonstrates that the political reality was more complex. Interestingly they identify three different historical periods for initiating institutional trajectories that, in these accounts, determined state-church relations in Sweden. This indicates that there were different junctures in time where a renegotiation of the power balance between state and church were possible and, indeed, had taken place. Notably Anderson, as well as Kahl, has discussed how the Church in Sweden changed its position and strategies in relation to the changing social and political environment—and so, of course, did other political actors. The following study demonstrates that it was the changing cleavage structure, and the new cross-cutting lines between class and religion in particular, that formed a dynamic political field in the early twentieth century, creating overlap of interests and positions between political parties as well as contention within parties. Analyzing this interplay between actors helps explain why there was not more outright conflict between SAP, when in government, and the Church. In short, a path
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of compromise and conflict avoidance that has become characteristic of Swedish political culture was followed.49

Political Constellations and Crosscutting Cleavages in the Early Twentieth Century

It has frequently been pointed out that the success of SAP in creating a “Social Democratic welfare state” not only rested on labor movement strength (and the connection between SAP and the trade unions), but on SAP’s ability to forge cross-class alliances: first with the farmers in the 1930s, then with the middle classes later on in the 1950s and 1960s.50 It is less often discussed in what ways the link between the Swedish labor movement with other popular movements shaped SAP’s relationship and approach to religion. This section looks at the way class and religious cleavages cut across party lines in the early twentieth century, analyzing how they created tensions and conflict as well as opening space for the formulation of shared political narratives and compromises.

In Sweden, industrialization started late in the second half of the nineteenth century but then took off with great intensity. Economic change led to considerable uprooting of traditional agrarian communities and intensified the misery of vast parts of the already poor Swedish population. The young and healthy left the villages in great numbers and headed to the cities or across the sea. Between 1851 and 1930 approximately 1.4 million people emigrated from Sweden to the United States, a substantial loss of population considering that the population of Sweden in 1900 was only 5.1 million.51 These great transformations and the concomitant social problems they created triggered the mobilization of a series of social movements, the so-called popular movements: the temperance movement, religious freethinkers, feminists, consumer cooperatives, and the workers’ movement.52 What united all of the popular movements was their protest against the “old regime”—the rigid and conservative, preindustrial, and premodern social order upheld by the

nobility, the bourgeoisie, and an orthodox state church; a deep concern with the social and spiritual conditions of human life; a striving for equality, solidarity, and justice; and the demand for greater democratization of society.\textsuperscript{53}

Religious revivalism was the first of the popular movements to emerge and was in many ways influenced by the Pietism of the eighteenth century. Pietism emphasized the Protestant concept of a “priesthood of all believers,” and in its radical form maintained that “there was no authority except from God,” thus challenging the Lutheran social order and its hierarchies. It was predominantly laypeople who were active in the free churches of the nineteenth century, challenging both the hierarchies of the Lutheran Church as well as the political order of traditional society with its estates. Religious revivalism, therefore, not only led to claims for religious freedom but also demands for political freedom such as the right to assembly.\textsuperscript{54} The Swedish Church was, from the outset, hostile toward Pietists and to the emergence of free churches. According to Thorkildsen, the Swedish Lutheran Church was a High Church, a conservative, orthodox church that did not tolerate individualistic, revivalist tendencies in the parishes.\textsuperscript{55} Many Lutheran clerics tended to align themselves with political conservatism and the attempt to preserve the traditional social order, though some showed more social interest.\textsuperscript{56} Nathan Söderblom, archbishop from 1914, emphasized that the social question was one of great importance to the Church, but that it did not naturally stand on the side of a specific political party. Rather it was on the side of those in need. There were, however, also those Lutheran churchmen who specifically supported the Left.\textsuperscript{57} Nevertheless, the Swedish Church’s generally conservative stance fuelled the ongoing alienation of parts of the population from official Lutheranism, and the Church’s reaction to religious revivalism caused strong polarization between the official state church and the free churches.\textsuperscript{58}

Politically, religious revivalism was most closely associated with Liberalism and ideas of building a society on free and liberal foundations. The free churches also fostered religiously motivated social activism, and thus presented a conception of the organization of social welfare on the basis of individual social engagement that was
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both different from Social Democratic and social conservative visions.\textsuperscript{59} The free churches attracted upwardly striving social groups in particular, such as shop clerks and craftsmen, both in rural and urban settings, who were important in the formation of a modern middle class.\textsuperscript{60} But some revivalist associations, for example the Salvation Army, were particularly popular with the urban working class.\textsuperscript{61}

Memberships in the popular mass movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century often overlapped, and it has been emphasized how the cultural environment created by religious revivalism and temperance organizations, propagating a disciplined lifestyle of daily work, sobriety, and simplicity, became essential for labor organizing.\textsuperscript{62} By the beginning of the twentieth century, around a third of Sweden’s population was organized in one or more of the popular movements, giving them political weight in the nascent Swedish democracy. But neither religious revivalism nor the temperance movement had the ambition to form a parliamentary party, as did the labor movement. In the political arena, SAP thus became the “main carrier” of the popular movement tradition in Sweden.\textsuperscript{63} The first Social Democratic Party leader Hjalmar Branting noted that SAP was in fact a “people’s party” rather than a class party.\textsuperscript{64} The fact that the majority of SAP parliamentarians were teetotalers and many belonged to free churches illustrates the interconnectedness of the popular movements. Also, other political parties could lay claim to representing the interests of the popular movements: the Liberal Party even named itself “people’s party” (\textit{folkpartiet}) in 1934, while the Farmers’ Party (\textit{Bondeförbundet}, later called \textit{Centerpartiet}, “party of the centre”) also claimed to speak for “the people.”\textsuperscript{65}

Some scholars have emphasized this link between the popular movements and various political parties, as well as their coalition building as the basis for the development of the Swedish welfare state.\textsuperscript{66} However, the intersections of social cleavages around class and religion, as well as the urban and rural sections of the population,
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also caused problems for political parties. This was arguably most strongly felt among the Liberals, as the free church and temperance movements effectively split the middle class. As a result, in 1923 party-internal conflicts led to the split of the Liberal Party. But the crosscutting lines of religion and class also caused tensions within the Social Democratic Party. In its early phases SAP was not only anti-church but also antireligious. The Social Democratic Party program of 1890 explicitly stated its commitment to abolishing the state Church system. On the issue of religion in general the program was more prudent, adopting a neutral position, most likely taking into account the sizable following from the free churches. Religion was to be an exclusively private matter and an individual choice. Still stronger antireligious attitudes existed in the labor movement: in 1917 the radical left wing of SAP split off, forming the Communist Party, taking with it those most ardently opposed to religion. Yet, the Swedish Church and its clergy, with their often authoritarian demeanor, were seen by many Social Democrats as the class enemy. There were, however, several important Christian politicians active in SAP that would shape the party’s stance toward the Swedish Church in a way that toned down state-church conflict, which created space for compromise.

Within SAP, the crosscutting religious and class affiliations can perhaps most clearly be represented through the example of two key figures in the party: leading church politicians Arthur Engberg and Harald Hallén. Engberg was one of the leading Social Democratic politicians and held a very critical attitude toward the Lutheran Church. Early on, he ardently promoted the abolition of the state Church system but would later change his position. However, Engberg was not necessarily antireligious. As a child, he grew up under the influence of religious revivalism, his father being a Baptist; however, he became influenced by Marxism as a young man. In 1932 Engberg became SAP’s minister of Ecclesiastic Affairs and is today positively remembered for his passionate engagement in revising the psalmbook of the Lutheran Church. In short, Engberg had a complicated relationship with the Church. In opposition to Engberg on religious questions stood another leading Social Democrat. Hallén was a pastor in Arvika and was strongly
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active in the temperance movement. From 1911–1960 Hallén was a member of the second chamber of Parliament for SAP. He was a member of the party’s leadership from 1928–1932, the period when the Social Democratic vision of the “people’s home” became influential in the party. Hallén promoted the perpetuation of the state Church system with a vision of transforming the Swedish Church into a “people’s church” open to all citizens. The term “the people” was to become a key concept in political discourse in Sweden in the 1920s and 1930s, and Hallén's idea of a democratic people's church would help integrate the Swedish Church into the Social Democratic vision of modern Swedish society as a “people's home.”

From Popular Movements to “People’s Home” and “People’s Church”

Bo Stråth has emphasized the symbolic importance of the term folk, meaning “the people,” in the Swedish political discourse of the early twentieth century and its part in creating a national identity and linking agrarian society with modern society. Folk, as it came to be understood in Sweden, had many layers of oscillating meaning, pointing to the preservation of a national cultural heritage while also including the concept of a progressive, forward-looking nation. The term received political meaning, in the way the mass “popular movements” claimed to represent the Swedish “people,” and it also had strong religious connotations.74

During the 1920s SAP was effective in integrating the “people” concept into its social policy agenda by coining the metaphor of the Swedish “people’s home” (folkhem). In a famous speech before Parliament in 1928, party leader Per Albin Hansson outlined his vision of a future egalitarian welfare state, explaining that it was to be guided by the same values and principles as a good family home: equality, solidarity, cooperation, and helpfulness. No one was privileged or outcast, oppressed or exploited.75

By using the metaphor of the People’s Home for its vision of modern society, the Social Democrats demonstrated two things. First, it marked a turning away from a revolutionary, Marxist discourse toward social reformism. It was a shift from the class struggle and work/capital antagonism toward “family” and “home,” places—at
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least symbolically—of harmony and cooperation, discursive domains traditionally occupied by conservative political forces. Secondly, the usage of the phrase “Swedish People's Home” enhanced the SAP’s claim to be a “people’s party,” the true representatives of the Swedish people, not just the working class.

However, at the beginning of the twentieth century the “folk” term was not necessarily a Left concept; there were many interest groups in Swedish society that lay claim to this term. In 1906 agrarian minister and farmer Alfred Petterson used for the first time the phrase “people’s home.” In 1912 the Uppsala professor and “young conservative” Rudolf Kjellén more explicitly developed a conservative concept of a “People’s Home.” Kjellén much admired Wilhelmine (Bismarckian) Germany and took inspiration from the German “Volk” for his concept of a Swedish “folk hem.” Kjellén conceptualized the People’s Home as a national and social conservative reform model and as a response to the class struggle discourse of the labor movement. The proposed reforms included “welfare for all” and active population policy as an instrument for social peace and as a means to stop emigration. Thus, the folkhem as a symbol and reform project for a happy, Swedish national community was at first the conservatives’ reaction to the threat posed by the popular movements. It was the National Conservatives’ acknowledgement that the “old regime” of the Swedish empire had had its day, and that in the face of great social and economic transformations, a renewal and reformation of the old system was needed. The folkhem was at first an attempt to reform society along conservative and traditional premises.

During the first few decades of the twentieth century, the conservatives and the Social Democrats competed over who were the true representatives of the Swedish “folk” and whose social reform programs would be the most viable to solve the nation’s social problems. The Social Democrats emerged as victors of this contest; from the 1930s onwards, the People’s Home became the image for the Social Democratic welfare state.
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The folk concept was also embraced within the ranks of the Swedish Church. A group of mainly young Lutheran theologians (for example Sundström, Billing, Björkqvist, and later Runestam, Aulen, and Nyberg), the so-called young churchmen (ungkyrkomän), used the term—in line with Kjellen’s nationalist-conservative ideas—as a description of their Christian-national vision of society.80 Using the slogan “The Swedish People, God’s People,” they propagated church reforms that would turn the Swedish Church into a “people’s church,” a church that was closer to the people and actively engaged with modern developments and new needs arising from societal transformations.

Under the pressure of criticism by the free churches, as well as the continued secularization process in society, the folk church concept was the Swedish Church’s attempt to find a new, theologically grounded identity that would restore its moral authority and offer an alternative to the class language in relation to the social question.81 “The folk church concept was a conscious theological model for a Church meeting modern society.”82

A characteristic of the Swedish theological discourse of the time was its emphasis on the practical implications that sprang from Lutheran ethical principles. Selfless “love-action” or service to others always had to be materialized and situated in concrete action. Another important aspect of Lutheran ethics in the Swedish tradition was the contention that a social and legal order was never identical with the divine order. Thus, changing an existing social order might even be a Christian obligation. It is important to note, then, that Swedish Lutheran theology did not oppose state involvement in social welfare. To the contrary, from a Lutheran ethical perspective, social reforms that fought against economic inhumanity caused by capitalist profit maximization were seen as society’s obligation,83 and it was welcomed from a Lutheran perspective if the state took on this responsibility. However, this interpretation of Lutheran ethics also provided an opportunity for a more activist Protestantism, laying out a Christian foundation for social reform that could serve as inspiration for philanthropic reform projects and give the Swedish Church a theological legitimization for its increased
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80. Thidevall, Ett folkkyrkligt reformprogram, 49.
82. Thidevall, Ett folkkyrkligt reformprogram, 303.
83. Gustaf Aulen, Kann något kristet krav ställas på staten? (Stockholm, 1940).
engagement in society and politics. The diverse field of religiously motivated social welfare initiatives, instigated by the deaconry, individuals, and religiously oriented organizations during the nineteenth century, grew during the first half of the twentieth century.84

The “Truce” Between State and Church in the Interwar Years

At the turn of the century, a certain easing of the tensions between the Church and Social Democracy took place; the Church started to open up toward social changes and developed a new understanding of its role and place in modern society, and SAP began to tone down its animosity toward the Church. Yet during World War I the cleavage between the Church and SAP deepened again. Fueled by growing nationalism and pressing social challenges, deep demarcation lines opened in society between a conservative bloc, prioritizing defense expenses, and a social liberal/labor bloc, pushing for social reform. Many clerics of the Swedish Church had openly supported the “farmers’ march” of 1914 that organized 30,000 farmers in protest against the Social Liberal government and tried to assert the authority of the king. It was countered by a workers’ march, mobilizing 50,000 workers to demonstrate popular resistance against a “fortified poor house.”85 In this situation, the Swedish Church became visible as a force that attempted to thwart attempts to modernize and democratize society.

In 1917 SAP took up government for the first time in coalition with the Liberals, and in the following year put a series of motions before Parliament aimed at diminishing the Church’s role in society, demanding the abolition of the state-church system, separation of education from religion, and religious freedom. The motions were blocked, however, by the first chamber???. Upper house???. In 1920 SAP’s party congress reinforced demands for a separation of state and church in the new party program.86 Engberg was a leading force behind these initiatives; arguing from a Marxist perspective, he declared the Swedish Church to be, in fact, the church of the ruling class, and contended that if the ruling class defended the state-church system, they only did so out of moral self-defense.87

85. Stråth, Sveriges Historia, 192ff.
However, during the same party congress, Hallén produced an “opinion statement in support of religious values” signed by a considerable number of congress members. Hallén strongly advocated maintaining the state-church system but suggested a new interpretation of its role in society: according to Hallén, there existed an enlightened “folk-Christianity” in the Swedish population, but their religious orientations and needs had changed in line with societal transformations. The Swedish Church needed to be open to these developments; it should embrace the ideals of social justice and love, emphasized by the popular movements, as foundations of the Church’s message and become a democratic “people’s church” open to all Swedish citizens.

Q12 The religiosity of the Swedish people expressed in the national “People’s Church” was, according to Hallén, a necessary idealistic foundation for democracy and the Swedish “People’s Home.”

Hallén thus posed the “people” concept against Engberg’s class perspective. Engberg received strong support within SAP in 1920; however, as the party began to move away from its class discourse in favor of a more moderate position as a “people’s party,” Hallén’s idea of the Church as an inclusive “people’s church” started to resonate and by the end of the 1920s had become an accepted Social Democratic concept. A reorientation toward religion and the state-church issue took place within the Social Democratic camp, and the focus on the state-church question started to give way to other, more pressing issues. The more conciliatory stance in SAP was, however, not only a result of its general ideological moderation, but also a tactical ploy. The leadership of the SAP realized that an overly antireligious stance might make party members resign or deter new members from joining the party, as large parts of the SAP’s constituency were deeply immersed in the cultural climate of religious Pietism. The Protestant heritage was thus something the SAP could not easily ignore.

In addition, leading Social Democrats recognized the opportunities that went along with a state Church system: as long as the Church was linked to the state, the state could exert power over it. After having led the Social Democratic campaign for separation of state and church it was, somewhat surprisingly, Engberg who, after 1920, forcefully promoted the preservation of the state Church system. Engberg now began to promote the view that “the care of religion” should not be left entirely outside the control of the state. Rather than weakening the influence of the state on religious matters, it should be strengthened. To Engberg, the Swedish Church ought to be another branch of the state’s functions, such as the military or education; its remit should be spiritual welfare only, while social welfare was to be

delivered by the state.\textsuperscript{90} This new, functional interpretation of the state-church relationship was also triggered by economic interest. If the state Church was but an administrative branch of the state, then the Church’s lands and properties did not really belong to the Church but to the state: the Church was just the steward of these goods and lands.\textsuperscript{91}

Church representatives, observing the new trends in the SAP toward the Swedish Church, feared such a development. They were quick to realize that the Swedish Church under a Social Democratic government would become merely an agency of the state.\textsuperscript{92} Within the Swedish Church, debates ensued over the governance structure of the Church and a demand was voiced, particularly from the folk church wing, for a separation of the Church and the state. In 1929 the Swedish bishops made a historic joint proposal before the Swedish General Synod for state-church reform.\textsuperscript{93} Their proposal would bring greater independence to the Church vis-à-vis the state, while also integrating the modern associational forms of social services provision that had developed since the mid-nineteenth century into the legal structure of the Church.\textsuperscript{94} The bishops’ argument for a greater separation of state and church was that, in the face of past developments (secularization and free church movement), the people who belonged to the state and those who adhered to the Church were not identical anymore.\textsuperscript{95} The bishops further grounded their proposals with reference to the folk church concept, with the aim of seeking greater closeness to the people and greater distance from state power. The General Synod then made a request to the Swedish government for a government investigation into how to reform the state-church system along these lines.

This investigation was never undertaken. The Social Democrats, dominating the political scene, did not let the Church off the hook so easily; rather, they strengthened their grip around it by making Engberg minister of Ecclesiastic Affairs in 1932. Engberg rejected the Swedish Church’s demands for separation from the state,

\textsuperscript{90} Tegborg and Claesson, “Arthur Engberg’s statskyrka.”
\textsuperscript{91} This economic line of thinking maybe also explains why the SAP explicitly were against “religious freedom” up until the 1950s and did not allow citizens to exit the Church of Sweden, as every Swedish citizen had to contribute to the financing of the Swedish Church.
\textsuperscript{92} Thidevall, \textit{Ett folkkyrkligt reformprograms}, 292.
\textsuperscript{93} The General Synod was set up after the Church reform in 1862 as part of a trend toward wider democratization. It was composed of clergymen and laymen. Most laymen at the beginning of the nineteenth century were social conservatives; however, this would change as the political composition in Sweden changed in future decades. See Gustafsson, “Church-State Separation.”
\textsuperscript{94} Thidevall, \textit{Ett folkkyrkligt reformprograms}.
\textsuperscript{95} Stråth, “Der Volksbegriff in der Organisation.”
precisely by referring to the folk church concept. He argued that the
state church as a national church encompassed the whole people in
an integrative, indiscriminate manner; therefore, the state church
was in effect the true “people’s church.” 96

There was, however, a short political interlude with a Liberal gov-
ernment from 1930–1932 that allowed the Swedish Church some
maneuvering with respect to governance structures. The Liberals
were not wedded to Engberg’s ideas about the state church. And
when the reform plans of the Swedish Church for more independ-
ence failed, the dominant strategy within the Swedish Church
became to preserve its traditional structures and strengthen the
communal character of the parishes, meaning it came to focus on
the medieval countryside parishes rather than on the growing
urban areas. This line of action was also politically supported; in
1932 the Swedish Parliament decided on a reform to decentralize
church finances, which increased the decision-making power of
the local parishes and gave them the right to receive and dispose
of revenue. 97 The preservation strategy of the Swedish Church
thus showed immediate success in gaining greater financial inde-
pendence in its parishes. It was, however, a victory for those who
wished to preserve the old church structures and a blow to the
folk church wing that sought greater engagement with modern
society. 98 With hindsight, it seems clear that this strategic choice
of the Swedish Church was more detrimental than beneficial to its
position in society.

After 1932, there was little development in the state-church ques-
tion. When SAP came back into power, they had other priorities, and
the focus on the local parishes aligned well with the Social Democrats’
ideas about religion and the role of the Church. In Social Democratic
imagery the state Church as a “people’s church” was constructed as
the bearer of a cultural heritage at the local parish level. The
Swedish Church, as the steward of local traditional parish culture,
constituted a link between the Swedish agrarian past and the progres-
sive future; the “People’s Church” was another way to reach out to the
whole population in their individual religious practices, to link the
people to the state—the People’s Home. 99 But the transformation of
the Lutheran state church into a “people’s church” under Social Dem-
ocratic rule began a secularization process of the Church itself. The
Church accrued folkloristic elements as the bearer of a positively con-
noted cultural heritage. Protestantism in this process became

99. Ibid., 54. See also Stråth, “Der Volksbegriff in der Organisation.”
increasingly a “cultural religion”—central in terms of Swedish peoples’ national identity but largely emptied of its religious meaning and practices.\(^{100}\)

The new “working relation” that had been established between the “Social Democratic state” and the Swedish Lutheran Church by the 1930s meant that the Church received more autonomy in some areas (the parishes) but that its role was reduced in others (social welfare); the state Church system was maintained, but the Church was to be inclusive and more democratically organized as a “people’s church.” Hallén’s “people’s church” concept symbolically created an important bridge between different wings within SAP, making the state-church system more palatable to those who had been critical of it while protecting the religious sensibilities of others. It also helped in the longer run to diffuse political conflict with the Conservatives and Farmers’ parties, who had been opposed to the abolition of the state-church system.

The state-church question remained unresolved on the political agenda, but the economic crisis of the 1930s and the outbreak of World War II meant that the question slid down the political priority list. Once a “truce” had been established with the Church, the Social Democrats along with conservative governments, adapted a strategy of “conflict-avoidance” with respect to religion. In 1951 an act establishing full religious freedom passed Parliament without much contention, but the state-church question had to wait until 1958 when an official state commission was charged with looking into different reform options. They presented their lengthy conclusions in 1968, but their suggestions did not lead to any political decisions, and another investigation followed later in 1968 with results in 1972. Yet again, the issues were put to rest when it became clear that the religious cleavage still cut across political party lines, and the state-church question might risk affecting the parliamentary elections of 1973. It would, in fact, take until the turn of the next century when, finally in 2000 and on the basis of a broad societal consensus, the Church was officially separated from the state\(^{101}\) at a time when the relation of most Swedish citizens to religion was radically different from the early twentieth century. By now Sweden had, indeed, become a thoroughly secularized and, in the wake of immigration, religiously plural country. The state-church system was now generally perceived as anachronistic.

Concluding Remarks

Does this account of Swedish state-church relations in the early twentieth century put into question the common characterization of the Swedish welfare state as a Social Democratic welfare state? No, it does not contradict general notions of the primacy of public welfare provision and of the dominance of Social Democracy in shaping this type of welfare state. But this article challenges simplistic assumptions about the cleavage structure and political constellations that led to this outcome. In particular, it demonstrates how class conflict was overlaid with religious conflict in the formation of the political parties in Sweden, creating overlapping claims, positions, and ideologies between political parties, as well as tensions and contradictions within them. The question of the role of the Church was integral to the competing political visions of modern Swedish society in this period. And due to the historic strong ties of the Church with the state, the governance of the Church itself became a central point of conflict.

The Swedish Church and SAP were in many ways antagonists in the political struggles of the early twentieth century and strong tensions arose when SAP came into power. As a state church the Lutheran Church had been a powerful institution in Swedish society for hundreds of years, but its close links with the state also made it vulnerable to changes in the political power balance. When SAP attempted to integrate the state church as a “de-christianized” functional branch of the state (as promoted by Engberg), the Swedish bishops attempted to separate the Church from the state.

In this highly contentious situation a compromise was found: while the Church received greater autonomy with respect to local parishes, it was clarified that social welfare was the state’s responsibility. Had the Swedish Church succeeded in separating from the state, opening the possibility for a more activist organized Christian social engagement, we can imagine a counterfactual situation where the state might have had to share the field of social welfare provision with the Church.

An important symbolic construction that helped bridge opposing positions in the state-church question was the theologically grounded concept of the “People’s Church” as developed by SAP politician and pastor Harald Hallén. It helped reconcile the more radical stance amongst SAP’s leadership with the religious beliefs of the majority of the Swedish people. Tying the Swedish Church via the
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102. Nevertheless, as Leis demonstrates in this volume, there would remain in practice considerable overlap of activity between the state and religiously based organizations with respect to social welfare provision long into the second half of the twentieth century.
people church concept to the Social Democratic “People’s Home” made Protestantism part of the image of a politically progressive Social Democratic welfare state.

In conclusion, “consensus” is not a very useful concept for understanding state-church relations in Sweden in the early twentieth century. Rather, it is the forging of compromise that characterized the religious politics of the time, a compromise that was necessitated as well as facilitated by the multiple class and religious affiliations of politicians and churchmen alike, and that cut across party lines. It has been emphasized that the successful creation of alliances and compromises across social cleavages laid the basis for the postwar welfare state in Sweden. The renegotiation of state-church relations discussed in this article should be regarded as one of these core political settlements of modern Swedish society.